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WHY READ THIS
Capture the Flag was inspired by the role that flags played during the U.S. Civil War: battles were
only considered won after the other side’s flag was captured. Fortunately, it’s now experienced
as a game – and a popular one at that! People all over the world play Capture the Flag as an
outdoor game, incorporate it into paintball and airsoft competitions, and use it as a structure for
video games. It’s even been adapted as a novelty glow-in-the-dark game.
But you’re not here to learn about the history of Capture the Flag.
You want to know how to win!
Whether you’re a veteran looking for a few fun ideas, a Scout who wants to dominate the game,
or one of those adventurous Capture the Flag REDUX players (who play Capture the Flag in the
dark) – if you want to win, this is the right book for you.
The 21 strategies detailed here include illustrations, a description of each tactic, and a list of
when to employ each technique. You’ll also find advanced suggestions that combine multiple
strategies. A word of caution though: these techniques are powerful, sometimes complex, and
often risky. Think you’re up to the challenge?
If so, get ready for fun, get ready for adventure, get ready for teamwork – and get ready for your
Capture the Flag strategies to become a heck of a lot more advanced!
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
The strategies listed here range from simple and easy to complex and challenging. To help
make sure you don’t get overwhelmed – or bored – we suggest the following:
For New Players:
Read to learn or review the fundamentals of how Capture the Flag is played.
For Young Players and Beginners:
Start off using our Simple Strategies and build from there.
For Advanced Players:
Begin with the simple strategies. Once mastered, then move on our Addvanced Strategies. Be
sure to check out the Advanced Technique options too!

FOR EVERYONE
• Learn only one or two new tactics at a time
• Ensure everyone on your team understands and uses the same strategy
• Don’t “go rogue” and do your own thing; winning as a team is part of the fun!!
Nothing ventured, nothing gained: these strategies work best when you fully commit to them. Be
prepared to spend some time in jail and take some risks.

Shameless plug: This book was created by Capture the Flag REDUX. If you think playing Capture the Flag
is fun during the day, try playing after sunset with our glowing LED kit.
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THE BASICS

For those learning the rules of Capture the Flag or just want a refresher

THE BASICS
Here’s how you win: race onto your opponents’ territory, steal their flag and get it back to your
side without getting tagged.
Set up is as follows:
11. Choose the playing field. It can vary based on the skill and the number of players – but it must
be safe. Make sure everyone knows the boundaries.
22. Divide the playing field in half. The division can be created using natural terrain dividers like
a dirt path, cones or lights. Make both halves as even as possible.
33. Pick the teams. In some versions of the game, players wear special clothing or colored LED
bracelets to identify whose team they are on.
44. Each team chooses a position for their “jail” within their territory. The jail should form a six-bysix-foot square on the ground and be easy to identify. Once again, use natural terrain, cones
or lights to do this.
55. Each team places or hides their flag. Sometimes a scrap of cloth, a bandana or even a
glowing “Orb” is used as the flag.
66. Formulate a strategy.* Upon doing so, you might need to reposition the jail and/or flag, as
well as designate certain player roles.
77. Check that the other team is ready, count down from ten, then . . . BEGIN!
As for the rules:
• Defending players must be at least 15 feet away from their team’s flag and jail.
• No pushing when tagging. Only one hand is required for a tag.
• No sneaking outside the playing field.
• Tagged players must go directly to the “jail” and can only leave when a teammate tags them.
• When a player performs a “jailbreak” by rushing to the jail and tagging a teammate before
getting caught, the rescuer and all the jailed players get a “free walk back” to their side.
• Freed players must go directly back to their home territory after a jailbreak.
• Defending players must be at least 15 feet away from their team’s flag and jail. (Yes, we’ve
listed this rule twice – because that’s how important it is!!)
As with most games, the best way to learn is to… play. If you’re ready to give Capture the Flag a
try, or if it’s been a while since your last game, put this guidebook down and go organize a game!

*

Formulating your strategy = what this book is all about!!
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SIMPLE STRATEGIES

SIMPLE STRATEGIES
The techniques described here only involve one person or, if multiple
players are required, everyone is expected to do the same thing. Ages
ten and up should be able to use them. Advanced players might still
discover a few new strategies and are also encouraged to check out
the Advanced Techniques listed for each tactic.
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SIMPLE STRATEGIES
Placement

200% EASIER
This is one of those “so dumb it’s smart” strategies: make guarding your flag or jail twice as
easy by placing it against a wall, a boundary or some other fixed obstacle that players cannot
cross. Where previously opponents could approach from 360 degrees, now they can only use
180 degrees; guards will have half as many approaches to protect. Remember that guards must
stand at least fifteen feet away from the flag. This is a guide for strategy, not cheating!
Use When:
• Defending your flag is more important than hiding it well
• The boundary lines are very clear and players agree to enforce them
Advanced Techniques:
• If the territory allows for it, try combining this technique with Higher Ground (page 8)
• This also works well when combined with the Two for One placement strategy (page 16)
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SIMPLE STRATEGIES
Placement

FAR CORNERS
If you don’t like to keep all your eggs in one basket, this approach is for you. Simply place your
jail in one corner of your territory and your flag in the other. This offers two advantages. First,
your opponents will only be able to pursue one target at a time. Second, and perhaps more
importantly, both your flag and jail will be protected by boundaries on two sides. As with 200%
Easier (page 6), it only works if players respect the boundaries and guards follow the fifteen-foot
rule.
Use When:
• You prefer to defend your territory using speed rather than stealth and cunning
• There aren’t good places to hide your flag
Advanced Techniques:
• This suggestion isn’t for the team using Far Corners but for the team playing against it. When
you’re facing a group that has positioned their flag and jail far apart, defensive players are
going to be spread more thinly. Use this to your advantage by employing tactics like Wild
Rush (page13), Antelope (page 21), Staggered Rush (page 26) or our favorite counter-tactic,
Noble Sacrifice (page 25)
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SIMPLE STRATEGIES
Placement

HIGHER GROUND
There’s more than one reason castles are built atop hills: they offer a better way to see threats
and slow attackers, who are forced to climb uphill. The same principles can be used for Capture
the Flag. If you’re playing on terrain that has varying elevations, place your flag and/or jail atop
a hill. Defenders can use the added height to get a better view of opponents invading your
territory, and you’ll have the benefit of added speed as you rush downwards to tag opponents.
Be sure to yell your fiercest war cry as you charge – intimidating or not, it’s still fun!

Use When:
• Your playing field has varying elevations (particularly when there is a large playing area)
Advanced Techniques:
• If you’re a Scout (see Assign Roles, page 27), use the added elevation to watch your opponents
for clues as to where they’re hiding their flag
• Works well with the Hunker Down strategy (page 9)
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SIMPLE STRATEGIES
Deffensive Strategy

HUNKER DOWN
Sometimes the best thing to do is… nothing. That’s right, simply stay on your side and have
everyone go into defense mode. Why do this? Maybe you’re outnumbered and need to capture
a few opponents. Maybe you want your opponents to get antsy and make mistakes. Yes, it will
slow the game down. Yes, it will frustrate the other team. But on your home territory, you have
the advantage, and with this strategy you’ll make the most of it. Don’t forget to have fun driving
your opponents crazy!
Use When:
• Your previous techniques are failing
• You’re outnumbered
• You want to frustrate your opponents
Advanced Techniques:
• If you have an especially stealthy player, combine this approach with the Slow Sneak (page12)
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SIMPLE STRATEGIES
Offensive Strategy

BEHIND ENEMY LINES
Being tagged doesn’t mean you’re useless to your team! A prisoner can also be a spy. Think
about it: what better way to gather intel about your opponent than by watching them from behind
enemy lines? Keep your eyes peeled as you’re led to jail or waiting to get rescued. Can you
see the flag? Do your opponents’ positions reveal its location? Are players sneaking into your
territory? If you do see something, tell your team! Wait until your saved, or yell it from jail if you
think they’ll hear it. Use jail to your advantage!
Use When:
• You’re tagged – both on your way to jail and while imprisoned
Advanced Techniques:
• You can also create a distraction while in jail. When a teammate is sneaking towards the flag,
yell out to another part of the playing field. Demand to be rescued or pretend to warn a player
of your jail guard’s position. The bigger the distraction, the more you’ll help your teammates.
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SIMPLE STRATEGIES
Offensive Strategy

SACRIFICIAL SCOUT
Ever notice how it’s much easier to do something if you’re willing to sacrifice everything for it?
For example, image that you really want the brownie that your friend is eating – and you’re willing
to empty your wallet to buy it, make promises you can’t keep, or punch your friend in the face to
get it. There’s a very high likelihood you’ll get the brownie, right?! “Sacrificial Scout” makes use
of this principle. The goal for the Sacrificial Scout is simple: find the flag. Because your goal
does not involve actually capturing the flag, nor does it involve trying to avoid getting tagged,
your chances of success are really quite high! Just remember to brag about – aka “share” – the
information you discover. You might have to yell it from jail, but at least your sacrifice will be
meaningful.
Use When:
• Your team is having a tough time finding your opponents’ flag
• You want to get the game moving forward at a faster pace
Advanced Techniques:
• To really exploit this strategy, combine it with Behind Enemy Lines (page 10)
• Sometimes it’s best to pick a destination that seems like the second most likely place the flag
would be hidden. It’s less likely to be defended, and if you’re fast, chances are high that you’ll
make it to more than one place before you’re caught.
• To really catch your opponents off guard, use this technique at the very beginning of the game
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SIMPLE STRATEGIES
Offensive Strategy

SLOW SNEAK
Amidst the chaos of players running, chasing each other and yelling, it’s easy for details to get
lost in the shuffle. Use this to your advantage! Give one especially stealthy player one task and
one task only: reach the flag without being seen. This tactic only works if the player is totally
undetected. It can take quite a bit of time and patience – but this player will have two invaluable
advantages. First, by spying on the other players they can learn where the flag is hidden, and
second, then can lie in wait until the perfect moment to steal the flag. Once detected, however,
you’ll have to act quickly. Either race back to your home territory or make a break for a more
ambitious goal, like capturing the flag or a jail break. One final note: once the Slow Sneak is
seen, it’s best not to try this technique again for the rest of the game – so make it count!
Use When:
• You’re playing on a field that has a large number of hiding places
• You can afford to have one player out of the game for some time
Advanced Techniques:
• If the flag is found before the Slow Sneak reaches it, the Sneak’s teammates should create
a massive distraction. Strategies Wild Rush (page 13), Blockers (page 22), The Liar (page
24), Noble Sacrifice (page 25) and Staggered Rush (page 26) are all recommended. When
combined this way, the Slow Sneak has a significantly greater likelihood of reaching the flag
undetected and getting back to the home territory safely.
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SIMPLE STRATEGIES
Offensive Strategy

WILD RUSH
We’ve said it before, now we’ll say it again: “nothing ventured, nothing gained.” There are times
when the call of victory outweighs the need for caution, when it’s worth risking everything for the
chance to win – and that’s where the Wild Rush comes in. The technique is very simple: gather
as many players as possible and CHARGE THE FLAG!! You must be reckless and you must be
willing to get tagged. With so many people rushing, the opponent will become too overwhelmed
to effectively protect their flag. Even players who “know” they are going to get tagged serve an
important purpose by distracting and slowing the defending players. Remember, the name of
the game isn’t “stay out of jail” -- it’s Capture the Flag.
Use When:
• You know where the flag is located
• Your team significantly outnumbers the defending team and you’re ready to end the game
• Your odds of winning are so low that it’s worth trying something extremely risky
Advanced Techniques:
• You may want to keep one player back to defend the flag just long enough for your teammates
to reach the flag and get back to your home territory.
• Even after a player reaches the flag, other players should try to get as close to that player as
possible to create additional decoys and distractions. This will help the player with the flag
reach the home territory without getting tagged.
• It is best combined with Slow Sneak (page 12), Mass Disappearance (page 14) and/or The
Liar (page 24).
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SIMPLE STRATEGIES
Offensive & Defensive Strategy

MASS DISAPPEARANCE
Most Capture the Flag games start the same way: a bunch of people stand on two sides of
a line while players dart into their opponents’ territory only to be chased off shortly thereafter.
Disappearing Act completely changes this. Instead of forming obvious positions, do something
else: hide. That’s right, have everyone hide. Most of you will probably be seen – but that’s
not the point. What matters are the players who aren’t seen. They’re the ones who can take
advantage of catching your opponents off guard. Be sure to move around a lot too. The more
people move from one hiding place to another, the more challenging it will be for your opponents
to keep track of what’s going on. Lastly, because your opponents will enter your territory more
cautiously, it can be a great way to buy some recovery time when needed.
Use When:
• The playing field has many places to hide
• Your team needs some recovery time
• You plan to keep one or two teammates hidden for a surprise attack
Advanced Techniques:
• To really catch your opponents off guard, if not cause widespread panic, combine this
technique with Wild Rush (page 13), Noble Sacrifice (page 25), or Staggered Rush (page 26).
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ADVANCED STRATEGIES

ADVANCED STRATEGIES
Unlike the tactics described in the Simple Strategies, techniques described
here require players to fulfill a variety of roles, or they demand a high level of
restraint and a strong sense of timing. These are best for highly competitive
groups who have played Capture the Flag multiple times.
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ADVANCED STRATEGIES
Placement Strategy

TWO FOR ONE
This approach could be described as the opposite of the Far Corners (page 5). The tactic is to
hide the orb as close to the jail’s location as possible (but make certain that the flag is hidden
well enough that no one in jail can see it). Why do this? Because you’ll only have to guard one
area! Additionally, because so few teams use this technique, your opponents will have a harder
time figuring out your flag’s location. Warning: this strategy is a bit like having a king hide in his
own treasure room. It’s a surprise and it’s certainly easier to defend – but once your opponents
infiltrate it, you’re in real trouble! Double up your defense if the flag is discovered or you’ll soon
lose both the gold and the crown.
Use When:
• You want to have a large number of players on offense
• Jailing opponents isn’t important to your team’s strategy
Advanced Techniques:
• This strategy combines well with Fakeout (page 17). Just be sure that players only try to
protect the jail (and therefore the flag) after someone is tagged; don’t tip your hat to what’s
really going on.
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ADVANCED STRATEGIES
Defensive Strategy

FAKEOUT
Have multiple players defend nothing. Yup, that’s the entire strategy. It’s more challenging
to pull off that you’d expect – you need nerves of steel, a great hiding place for the flag, and a
team that can resist glancing at where the flag is actually hidden – but if you have these three
ingredients, you have a very effective tactic.
Here’s why: because the entire game revolves around protecting your flag, your opponents
will make assumptions about its general location. When they arrive there and you and your
teammates support that assumption by “defending” it, they will be even more likely to believe
that’s where it’s hidden and will redouble their efforts to search that location.
Obviously, you’ll want to drop the strategy the moment your opponent discovers the flag – but in
the meantime, enjoy confusing and tagging a bunch of your opponents!
Use When:
• Your team is disciplined
• You haven’t used this tactic on these players before
• There are multiple places to hide your flag
Advanced Techniques:
• Consider assigning just one person on your team to hide the flag – without the other players
knowing its actual location. This will make it easier to keep the location a secret and adds a
fun dynamic to the game for everyone.
• This tactic is especially effective when you use a tactically advantageous location for the fake
flag; see Higher Ground (page 8) as an example.
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ADVANCED STRATEGIES
Defensive Strategy

FOCUS FIRE
Do you have an opponent who is impossible to catch, who keeps winning matches and ruining
your strategies? If this describes your situation, it’s time for Focus Fire! Keep your slower players
back to guard the jail and the flag. Assure them that they don’t need to actually tag anyone; they
only need to defend. Then stage two or three of your fastest players on your side, close to the
territory line. These players can occasionally jaunt onto the opposing team’s side, pretending to
be focused on finding or capturing the flag, but their real purpose is to conserve energy and wait
for the target to enter your home territory.
When that occurs, they should let the target pass them and enter their territory, the deeper the
better. And that’s when they strike. The speedy players – well rested, focused on one objective,
and positioned between the target and his or her home territory – are in an ideal position to
hunt down and tag the target. Yes, it’s sneaky and aggressive… But that’s exactly the type of
ruthlessness you need in this situation!
Use When:
• One opponent clearly outshines the others
• You can afford to have at least two players contribute very little to the game until the target
enters your home territory
Advanced Techniques:
• This is a great tactic to combine with others, specifically Undefended (page 19) and Hunker
Down (page 9), both of which will help entice the speedy player to enter your territory.
• It is likely that other players will enter before the target does. To truly implement this strategy,
the fast players must simply ignore them and trust the defenders to protect the flag or jail.
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ADVANCED STRATEGIES
Defensive Strategy

UNDEFENDED
You know that moment in a horror film when the lead character enters a creepy, empty-looking
building and you just know that a monster is going to jump out and attack? In Undefended, you as
a defending player get to be the monster. This technique is most effective when the opposing team
already knows your flag’s location; this becomes the bait to get them to enter the haunted house – er,
territory. Implementing it is easy, and unlike Mass Disappearance (Page 14), only your defenders
need to participate.
First, wait until your opponent discovers your flag (or simply place it in a highly visible place), then
hide – and make sure you do a good job of it! Also, be certain you don’t reveal your hiding place until
an invading player passes your position. This puts you behind them, blocking their exit and making
it much more difficult for them to escape. Monsters only attack after the characters enter the house.
So should you.
Use When:
• Your territory has good hiding places
• Your opponent knows where your flag is
• You need to jail some of your opponents
Advanced Techniques:
• It can be especially fun to have multiple players lying in wait, hiding until an opponent actually
grabs the flag – and then in one giant flourish, ALL of them charge to capture the player. This is
somewhat risky (depending on the players, of course) but very effective at catching someone.
• Another sneaky way of employing this tactic: keep your normal defensive players in clear view as
if your territory is being defended as normal – but one by one, have your offensive players hide on
your home territory, lying in ambush.
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ADVANCED STRATEGIES
Defensive Strategy

ZOMBIES
When an opponent races onto your side, the obvious thing to do is chase them down and force them back
onto their home territory. Not only are you defending your side, you’re also showing your opponent who’s
boss, right? But is this actually helpful? Probably not. You know what’s much more helpful? Sending
your opponents to jail. This technique requires a minor adjustment to your position on the field but a major
adjustment psychologically.
You must shift away from thinking that your job as a defender is to protect your territory. It’s not. Your role is
to hunt down the enemy. And the best way to do this is not to chase them out of your territory – it’s to chase
them into it. Why? Because the deeper your opponent enters your territory, the further they must run to
escape it, the more tired they’ll be, and the more opportunity you’ll have to catch them. So why is this called
Zombies? Because you and your teammates should act like zombies until an opponent enters your territory!
Use When:
• Your flag is very well hidden
• The game has been going for some time and your opponents already have some idea of the layout of
your territory
• You need to get more opponents in jail
Advanced Techniques:
• Combine this tactic with Fakeout (page 17) or Mass Disappearance (page 14), and you’ll really catch
your opponents off guard!
• If you really want to make the most of this approach, divide defending players into two groups. The
slowest group should be the ones to chase the players deeper into your territory. The fastest ones should
remain at the territory line but position themselves so that they stand between the invading opponent and
their home territory. Once an opponent turns to head back to their home territory, that’s when the speedy
players strike: not having been running, they’ll be fresh for the chase and they’re in the perfect position
to prevent the invader from escaping.
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ADVANCED STRATEGIES
Offensive Strategy

ANTELOPE
When a predator pursues a herd animal like antelope, it chases the one closest to its position.
Unless caught off guard or weakened, the animal flees at maximum speed and rejoins the pack.
At this point, a different member of the herd is now closer to the predator, making it more enticing,
and luring the predator after it. The cycle repeats itself with each member of the herd getting a
chance to rest after being pursued.
Capture the Flag players can try something similar. Have a teammate run full speed into the
opposing territory trying to catch sight of the flag, get defending players to give chase and then
sprint back to safety. After returning, another teammate should immediately do the same thing,
ideally into a different part of the playing field (potentially to look for their flag), then sprint back.
Then another player and another, etc. The rotation is very important. Each new player who enters
will be fresh, full of energy, and likely to escape – but all of the defending players will become
progressively more tired. Once you’ve sufficiently exhausted them, that’s your chance to strike!
Use When:
• You’re looking for your opponents’ flag’s location
• You know the location of your opponents’ flag but want to exhaust the defending players
before launching an intensive assault
Advanced Techniques:
• Once the defending players are fatigued and the flag has been found, it’s the perfect time
for a Wild Rush (page 13), Blockers (page 22), Noble Sacrifice (page 25) or Staggered Rush
(page 26 ).
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ADVANCED STRATEGIES
Offensive Strategy

BLOCKERS
Moving a football from one end of the playing field to another is never accomplished alone. It
involves a collective of players working together – a critical aspect of which is blocking defending
players. Why should Capture the Flag be any different? Once you’ve identified where the flag is
(or need to rescue valuable players in jail), and are ready for an aggressive effort to accomplish
this goal, you’re ready for this tactic.
Place your fastest, most agile teammate in the center of a loosely formed pack of players and
sprint towards your objective. The surrounding players should do their best to shield the central
one, blocking opponents from tagging him or her. This may entail drawing defending players
out, or getting tagged themselves, but what really matters is helping the center player succeed.
If anyone is left after reaching the goal, be sure to defend the central player on the way back all
the way to the end zone… er, home territory.
Use When:
• You have at least three players who can invade
• You are comfortable with several players being captured
• You know the location of your opponents’ flag
• You have a strong need to rescue a player from jail
Advanced Techniques:
• Because jails tend not to be as well defended as flags, this can be a very helpful way to “swap”
players in jail. Typically, your central figure will get a free walk back along with whoever you
freed, and whoever gets tagged along the way will often be a slower player.
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ADVANCED STRATEGIES
Offensive Strategy

DIVIDE AND CONQUER
Conquer your opponents by dividing which areas each of your teammates will search for their
flag. Start using this tactic before you even begin playing. Have everyone on your team pace
along the territory line while studying your opponents’ side, searching for all the places they might
hide their flag. It doesn’t matter whether they’ve hidden their flag yet; what matters is identifying
what places need to be searched. Then quietly assign who will search which area. Generally
speaking, the more opponents guard a specific area, the more likely it’s the location of their flag.
Once you find the flag, however, make sure you share its location with everyone on your team!
Divide and conquer… your opponents’ territory.
Use When:
• You don’t know the location of your opponents’ flag
• Your opponents’ territory contains multiple hiding places for their flag
Advanced Techniques:
• This strategy that can be combined with several others, such as Sacrificial Scout (page 11),
Behind Enemy Lines (page 10), and Wild Rush (page 13).
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ADVANCED STRATEGIES
Offensive Strategy

THE LIAR
Is your opponents’ territory too well guarded? Does rescuing your friends in jail seem impossible?
Are there too many players guarding your opponents’ flag? Sometimes your best move is to
create a distraction.
To use this tactic effectively, you need three things: a general sense of where your opponents’
flag is hidden, several speedy teammates, and a good liar. Yes, a liar. Here’s how it works. Have
several players race into the opposing side, towards their flag. Once one of them gets close to
it, the liar should pretend to be on the opposing team’s side and shout things like, “She’s got the
flag!” or “He got it – HURRY!” To be especially convincing, the liar should pretend to actually
chase his or her teammate! Do whatever it takes to create as large of a distraction as possible.
Meanwhile, your other teammates should use the distraction to accomplish your team’s greatest
need: a jailbreak or sending in a stealth player to capture the flag. We don’t advocate lying in
real life, but – how does the phrase go – “All’s fair in love and war”?
Use When:
• You have enough offensive players to create a commotion
• The game is stalled and you need a change in tactics
Advanced Techniques:
• If you are especially good at convincing your opponents that you’re on their team, utilize the
very distraction you create. As you pretend to chase and warn the other players, suddenly
divert and race for the jail or flag! With all the chaos, you just might succeed while everyone
else is chasing your teammate!
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ADVANCED STRATEGIES
Offensive Strategy

NOBLE SACRIFICE
Yes, the ultimate goal of Capture the Flag is exactly what its name states: to capture the flag.
But if your best player has already been caught, or if too many of your teammates are in jail, your
team will be at a huge disadvantage. Sometimes it’s worth trading one or more players for a
jailbreak. If that’s your situation, this is the tactic for you.
Start by choosing one teammate to be the “Noble Sacrifice.” Your goal: create a massive
distraction while other team members free those in jail. The best way to do this is quite simple:
race towards your opponents’ flag, making as much noise as possible. The larger the distraction
and the more players you’ll lure into chasing you, the more opportunity you create for a jailbreak.
Remember, you’re most likely going to get caught, so have fun and give it your all! You’ll have
plenty of time to recover… in jail... alone… Well, it is called Noble Sacrifice for a reason!
Use When:
• Your best player is in jail
• You have too many players in jail to effectively win the game
Advanced Techniques:
• Combine with The Liar (page 24).
• If you have enough players, assign one person to be the Noble Sacrifice, but have a couple
other players join in on the rush and the distraction. You really only need one player for a
jailbreak.
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ADVANCED STRATEGIES
Offensive Strategy

STAGGERED RUSH
This is similar to Wild Rush (page 13) but it requires more discipline and a better sense of timing.
The essence of this strategy is as follows: one player rushes into your opponents’ territory and
creates a distraction. Then another player rushes in to create a new distraction. Then a third
player rushes in, with, ideally, a fourth following suit. The series of interruptions spreads the
defense out more thinly than Wild Rush and makes it more challenging for defenders to reach
everyone who’s invading. It’s ideal when you all race in from different positions.
Remember, the point is not to avoid getting tagged – it’s to spread out the defense enough for
one of you to safely reach the flag. The more people that rush in, the more likely you’ll succeed –
so don’t be bashful! At worst, you’ll have lots of friends in jail and the game will likely end shortly
thereafter.
Use When:
• You know where the flag is located
• Your team significantly outnumbers the defending team and you’re ready to end the game
• Your odds of winning are so low that it’s worth trying something massively risky
Advanced Techniques:
• Even after your teammate reaches the flag, continue creating decoys or blocking the player
with the flag to ensure a safe return home
• It is extremely versatile and can be combined with multiple other techniques, including The
Liar (page 24), Mass Disappearance (page 14) and Slow Sneak (page 12)
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ADVANCED STRATEGIES
Offensive & Defensive Strategy

ASSIGN ROLES
The U.S. Marine Corps has over 449 occupations and 28 ranks! Why so many roles? Specialization.
People can focus on doing the things they’re good at. Similarly, assign the right roles to the right
Capture the Flag players and your likelihood of success will skyrocket.
Start by choosing guards for your home territory (specifically the flag and the jail). These players
should be focused and watchful, but because they have less distance to cover, endurance and
speed are less important. Next, you’ll need scouts to find where your opponents’ flag is hidden. They
should be good at moving stealthily and have a knack for finding things. Lastly, you’ll want a good
offense. These should be your fastest, most agile players... Do what other successful organizations
do: assign roles!
Use when:
• You have a sense of your teammates’ strengths and weaknesses
• Your teammates want to work together as a team and are willing play specific roles
Advanced Techniques:
• Sometimes it’s good to assign even more specific roles, such as one guard specifically for the
jail and one for the flag. The loudmouth of your group could make an excellent “Watchdog,”
someone who’s main job is to alert teammates when an opponent enters your territory. Scouts
can be divided into stealth scouts (see Slow Sneak page 12) and speed scouts (see Sacrificial
Scout page 11). For offense, assign specific tactical roles to specific individuals (such as The Liar
page 24).
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READY FOR THE NEXT LEVEL OF CAPTURE THE FLAG?
You probably think you’re pretty clever – using a bunch of ingenious tactics to dominate
your friends at Capture the Flag. Because of it, you probably win most of the time, even if
your team isn’t that great. You probably even do some bragging here or there about how
easily you’ve defeated opponents.
But do you have what it takes to play at the next level?
Are you capable of playing in the same style that most military offenses are launched?
Are you ready to play in the dark?!
If you think you are, it’s time for Capture the Flag REDUX: the glow-in-the-dark version of
the game that uses LED lights to transform the classic game into a futuristic adventure.
As for those of you who already own a kit, show people how it’s done! Take your gameplay
and these strategies to the next level. Don’t be shy about it, either. You’re among the few,
the brave, the Capture the Flag REDUX players!

www.CapturetheFlagREDUX.com
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